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The definition of a CPS implies a high degree of overlap with System of Systems (SoS). Both consist of
independent systems, and both can experience varying degrees of complexity and dynamic behavior.
CPS can be considered a subset of SoS where computers (i.e., robots, networks, etc) are applied to
actively control the SoS to meet some mission need. In this talk we consider a Cyber-Physical System
(CPS) as a type of SoS and outline an approach to modelling which can lead towards active group
control.
The term “active control” implies a great many things. Like any other control problem there is an
observation of system states (or behaviors) followed by a command process to move the system into a
more desirable state. There are many models which can estimate system states from sensor
observations. There are also many approaches to estimating desired control actions based on this
observation model. In this way engineers can design and control a wide variety of individual platforms
such as rockets, aircraft, and robots.
While individual observation models work well for individual platforms, they do not address platform
groups. Increased complexity, emergence, and especially the high degree of interactivity between the
SoS and its environment means that conventional observation models do not scale with additional
platforms. Furthermore, studies show that the choice of what to observe is as important as how to
observe, since the SoS performance drivers are not obvious. Since there is a high degree of
interconnectivity between metrics, any missing (or incorrectly chosen) metrics will result in inaccurate
observation models.
Therefore, a prerequisite to CPS design starts with analysis of performance metrics. We present a
logical paradigm to derive metrics and Functional Attributes from group level mission goals. The
interaction between metrics and Functional Attributes are stored in a “System Map” which is a set of
regression matrices capable of handling the high complexities and emergences of SoS. It is these
interactions which form the ‘observation’ which may be useful in high level mission control of a CPS.
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